Ongoing drought and related economic factors in major cattle producing regions have led to the lowest number of cattle in the United States in the past 60 years, greatly reducing FBS availability. Meanwhile, growing global biotechnology markets are quickly drawing down the existing supply. The result is not only increased prices, but the alarming possibility of FBS shortages within the coming decade. A lack of FBS availability not only threatens the years and financial resources our customers have invested in FDA approval, it could block life-saving human health advances around the world.

RMBIO has closely monitored this situation, and has taken proactive measures to ensure our ability to provide our customers with a steady, reliable supply of top quality FBS products. We have leveraged relationships with suppliers to secure supply agreements since our inception. These agreements provide assurance that we will be able to fulfill your orders for key products including FBS and bovine serum albumin without expensive delays or disruptions in your research.

We have always valued our partnerships with key suppliers because they ensure RMBIO is receiving top quality serum products that support unparalleled scientific performance. Now we've taken the extra measure of securing these partnerships into the future so you can be certain we can provide the Traceability Certified FBS you need, whenever you need it. The deep relationships we've cultivated, and our unwavering commitment to excellence, ensure RMBIO is the premiere source for supporting your critical human health research in a time of uncertainty.